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Abstract
Countries worldwide have implemented mandatory or voluntary front-of-package nutrition labeling systems. We provide a narrative review of (a) real-world evaluations of front-of-package nutrition labels that analyze objective sales data and (b) studies that objectively assess product reformulation in response to a front-of-package nutrition label implementation. We argue that there is sufficient scientific evidence to recommend that governments implement mandatory front-of-package nutrition labeling systems to improve
population health. We also present a conceptual framework to describe front-of-package label influence and provide recommendations for the optimal label design, emphasizing that labeling systems should be highly visible and salient, be simple and easy to understand, leverage automatic associations, and integrate informational and emotional messaging. The existing research suggests that Guideline Daily Amount labels should be avoided and that the Health Star Rating and Nutri-Score systems are promising but that systems with warning labels like the one in Chile are likely to produce the largest public health benefits.
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## INTRODUCTION

Food labeling serves an important role in supporting public health. Detailed nutrition facts labels have been displayed on food products across the globe for a long time, though they vary across countries on the information that is required versus recommended (89). Although these labels provide important information, the information is dense and can be difficult to quickly understand and manipulate, often requiring numeric calculations. This is particularly worrisome for groups with lower education levels who may struggle with numeracy (54, 62). These concerns spurred a movement starting in the early 2000s to put key nutrition information on the front of packaged foods so that it is easily accessible to consumers at the point of purchase. Mandatory and voluntary nutrition labeling systems placed on the front of packages or on store shelves have been implemented in a number of countries and are recommended by the World Health
Organization as a strategy to address noncommunicable diseases (see Figure 1) (90). Across countries, front-of-package label policies have widespread public support (3, 13, 39, 45, 60). Most labeling systems opt to either only highlight products with unhealthy amounts of certain nutrients or only highlight healthy products. Israel, however, is an example of a country that has chosen to combine mandatory warning labels for products that exceed certain thresholds for nutrients of concern with voluntary positive green logos for healthy products (24).

Simple, easy-to-understand, front-of-package labels inform consumers about the nutrition content of their food and help them focus on key health-related information rather than other package marketing. Although informing consumers is the primary goal of food labeling systems, there is real-world evidence that well-designed front-of-package nutrition information can help encourage healthier choices (11, 36, 40, 59, 80, 92). Nutrition label use is consistently shown to be associated with healthier diets (10), but as with any intervention, the degree of influence depends on purchasing contexts and customer characteristics (5) as well as the label design. Nutrition labels can also prompt the food industry to reformulate foods to have healthier nutrition profiles (16, 27, 43, 50, 59, 87, 91). Finally, labeling the food supply can undergird other policies designed to incentivize healthy choices. If an entire food supply is labeled to indicate more and less healthy options, government procurement policies can use the labeling system to require that a certain percentage
of healthy foods be purchased and offered, and food assistance programs can implement incentives to encourage the purchase of foods labeled as healthy. For example, some countries, such as Chile and Mexico, are using their front-of-package labeling systems to determine what can be marketed to children (81). For all these reasons, many countries are considering or are implementing standardized front-of-package nutrition labeling systems to address the high global prevalence of chronic diseases (47).

In this article, we provide a narrative (not systematic) review of (a) real-world evaluations of front-of-package food and beverage labels that use objective sales data to evaluate the influence on consumer purchasing behavior and (b) studies that objectively assess product reformulation in response to a real-world front-of-package label implementation. On the basis of this research, we argue that there is sufficient scientific evidence to recommend that governments implement mandatory front-of-package nutrition labeling systems to improve population health. Multiple natural experiments using objective sales data indicate that well-designed front-of-package labels are associated with decreases in purchases of less healthy products and increases in purchases of healthier ones. Further, a small but growing body of evidence suggests that such labels prompt the food and beverage industry to reformulate products so that they have a healthier nutritional profile. Although requiring a standardized food labeling system places some burden on industry to print labels on products, front-of-package food labels hold promise as a cost-effective way to promote healthier food choices (35). But label effects are likely to be limited if the label is not well designed.

In addition to our narrative review, we present a conceptual model of how front-of-package nutrition labels influence consumers, integrating theories from psychology, behavioral economics, communication, and marketing. We then describe different dimensions of existing label designs and use theory and empirical data to answer questions about the optimal label design (e.g., should a label include numbers or images?). On the basis of these discussions, we recommend that front-of-package nutrition labels be highly visible and salient as well as simple and easy to understand. Ideally, a labeling system should leverage automatic associations through symbols and colors to help consumers interpret nutrition information quickly and accurately and should integrate informational and emotional messaging. Although it is critical that any front-of-package labeling system be based on rigorous, evidence-based nutrition criteria, it is beyond the scope of this review to interrogate the different criteria being used.

Although we believe countries should implement well-designed, mandatory front-of-package nutrition labels, it is important to recognize that such labels are generally shifting people toward healthier versions of ultraprocessed foods and beverages and not necessarily toward more whole foods. Some simulation evidence suggests that well-designed front-of-package labels are likely to improve population health (2, 30, 35, 66), but we lack real-world evidence. To date, there is research reporting an association between mandatory restaurant calorie labeling and reductions in body mass index in one area of the United States (prior to the national implementation of the US requirement for all chain restaurants to post calorie labels) compared with jurisdictions that do not require labeling, suggesting front-of-package labels might have similar effects (58). As more countries implement front-of-package labeling systems, it will be important to evaluate changes in population health over time through these natural experiments.

**CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR HOW LABELS INFLUENCE CONSUMERS AND MANUFACTURERS**

There are several pathways through which well-designed front-of-package nutrition labels influence consumers (Figure 2). First, the label needs to capture the consumer’s attention (4, 88).
Once seen by the consumer, the label can work through different influence channels. The first influence mechanism is through cognitive effects, such as imparting knowledge and changing product perceptions. Seeing a traffic-light label on a food, for example, might educate a consumer that a product they thought was healthy—such as a high-sugar fruit drink touting vitamin C—is not. Labels that contain novel health information that challenges existing beliefs and attitudes are likely to have the greatest impact. Expectancy disconfirmation theory posits that consumers’ attitudes toward a product will shift when new, unexpected information is provided (49). For example, Burton and colleagues (8) experimentally demonstrated that calorie labels on restaurant menus tended to influence consumers to choose fewer calories for items that had unexpectedly high calorie amounts (e.g., a salad) as opposed to desserts, which are expected to be high in calories. Labels can also influence behavior by simply serving as a salient reminder of one’s long-term health goals. A person might already know that soda has a lot of sugar and that overconsuming it is not good for one’s health, but the label can remind them that they are trying to make healthy choices and thus should avoid it. Labels can also exert effects by inducing emotional reactions (32, 41). Seeing a red traffic-light or warning label, for example, might engender feelings of anxiety about one’s health. Food labels might also prompt discussion between friends and family, exerting further influence on decision making (82), which can also lead to broader changes in social norms (32, 79). These cognitive, emotional, and social influences can in turn affect attitudes toward foods or directly influence behavior. Once a decision is made to buy a product, labels can continue to exert influence on consumption. Someone staring at their breakfast cereal box while eating might notice the information and eat less in the moment or learn from that information and change their behavior later on. There is evidence that providing calorie information on restaurant menus, for example, led to learning over time that influenced decisions in the absence of such information later (6). Food labels can also indirectly influence consumer purchases by motivating the food industry to reformulate products so that they have better nutritional profiles. Manufacturers might work, for example, to lower the sodium in a product so that it no longer must display a warning label. Taken together, this evidence shows that food labels are one of many environmental factors (e.g., taste, cost,
marketing, social norms) that shape purchasing and consumption behaviors, and they interact in different ways with individual-level attributes of the consumer (e.g., numeracy, education level) (55, 79).

**TYPES OF FRONT-OF-PACKAGE NUTRITION LABELS**

Existing front-of-package nutrition labeling systems vary across several dimensions that we briefly discuss (see Table 1). One key dimension is a summary indicator versus a nutrient-specific label. Summary indicator labels provide an overall rating of a product, while nutrient-specific labels provide information about specific nutrients in a product. Another dimension is interpretive versus noninterpretive or neutral information provision. Interpretive labels assist consumers in judging the healthfulness of a product with indicators such as “high in” statements that refer to the amounts of nutrients or warnings that flag health concerns associated with overconsuming a product, such as a statement indicating that the product is high in sugar. Neutral information provision systems only display facts about the nutrient content with no additional guidance on how to interpret those facts (83). A third dimension of a front-of-package labeling system is whether or not a label is displayed only on products considered to meet the threshold for a healthier choice. These systems only highlight products that are healthy enough to display a label and do not include a symbol on products that do not meet a nutritional quality threshold. A final dimension to consider is the symbol used for the label, including the shape, color, and number of indicator levels if it is an interpretive system (e.g., 3 stars, 5 stars). Commons symbols include stop signs, graded star systems, color scales or letter grades, and traffic lights. In the second half of this review, we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the different design approaches.

**WHAT DOES REAL-WORLD EVIDENCE TELL US ABOUT THE INFLUENCE OF FRONT-OF-PACKAGE NUTRITION LABELS ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOR?**

We focus this section on real-world studies that use a natural experiment design with objective sales data to describe what is known about the influence of front-of-package labels on purchasing behavior. Despite growing global interest in implementing front-of-package labeling systems, there are only a handful of real-world studies. Many more laboratory and online experiments exist, and these are referenced throughout our discussion of the optimal label design. Taken together, the most rigorous studies suggest that well-designed front-of-package nutrition labels lead consumers to buy products with better nutritional profiles. Although the magnitude of change in sales may appear small for some studies, on a population level they can be meaningful.

One of the first real-world evaluations of a labeling system was conducted in the United States in 1985 by Levy et al. (40), who evaluated a voluntary special-diet-alert shelf tag that flagged items as low or reduced in sodium, calories, fat, or cholesterol. The labeling system was implemented in 90 stores in Washington, DC, on 400 products across 20 food categories. Using sales data from 14 food categories across 2 years, they compared 10 intervention stores that had the labels with 10 matched control stores in Baltimore, Maryland. They reported that the labeled products grew in sales 4–8% compared with the nonlabeled products, depending on product category, in Washington, DC, versus Baltimore.

Later, Cawley and colleagues (11) examined the influence of the voluntary Guiding Stars program in 168 northeastern US supermarkets between January 2005 and December 2007. The program labels foods with 0 to 3 stars, with more stars indicating a more nutritious product. The researchers reported a statistically significant 8% decline in sales for foods with 0 stars and
Table 1  Dimensions of front-of-package nutrition labels and common labeling systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Guideline Daily Amount</th>
<th>Traffic light (United Kingdom)</th>
<th>Nutri-Score (France)</th>
<th>Health Star Rating (Australia)</th>
<th>High in (Chile)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>No symbol</td>
<td>Traffic lights</td>
<td>Letters/colors</td>
<td>Star system</td>
<td>Stop sign displaying “high in” statement(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary indicator versus nutrient-specific</td>
<td>Nutrient-specific</td>
<td>Nutrient-specific</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Nutrient-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretive versus non-interpretive information provision</td>
<td>Noninterpretive</td>
<td>Interpretive</td>
<td>Interpretive</td>
<td>Interpretive</td>
<td>Interpretive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrient threshold(s) for label display</td>
<td>No threshold</td>
<td>No threshold</td>
<td>No threshold</td>
<td>No threshold</td>
<td>Threshold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Front-of-package labeling systems, such as the traffic-light label and the Health Star Rating, are displayed along with additional information on nutrient amounts.
a nonsignificant 6% increase in sales of starred foods based on weekly unit sales data across 102 food categories. These results expanded initial, similar findings from Sutherland et al. (80), who evaluated the Guiding Stars program from the same supermarket chain between 2006 and 2008 during the prelabeling period and 2 years later. They reported a small but significant increase in purchased items that had at least 1 star, from 24.5% at baseline to 24.98% and then 25.89% 1 and 2 years later, respectively.

Another more recent examination of Guiding Stars was conducted by Hobin et al. (36). They examined sales data across three supermarket chains in Ontario, Canada, which implemented Guiding Stars in 2012, comparing stores that used labels with control stores that did not. Consistent with other research on Guiding Stars, they found small, statistically significant increases in sales of foods with better nutritional profiles, though the direction and magnitude of changes differed by food category. They also reported increases in total revenue associated with the labeling system.

Another study used a difference-in-differences approach to evaluate the voluntary NuVal shelf label, which scores products from 1 (least healthful) to 100 (most healthful) (92). The researchers analyzed yogurt sales transaction data from a US store that implemented the labels and five control stores that did not. They estimated that NuVal labels increased the demand for labeled products by 14.13 units, or approximately 39%. During the same time, at the control stores, the average weekly quantity sold for each labeled universal product code decreased from 24.65 units to 19.34 units, with the average weekly unit price decreasing by about $0.03. The difference in differences in the means suggests that posting NuVal labels increased demand for the labeled yogurts by 14.13 units, or 14%, with larger increases for healthier yogurts (a 25.89 unit increase for higher-scoring yogurts compared with a 2.88 increase for lower-scoring yogurts).

One study evaluated the United Kingdom’s voluntary labeling initiative, which recommended that retailers adopt multiple-traffic-light nutrition labels on store-brand products within seven food categories. The researchers compared sales of products at retailers that introduced the labels with those of control retailers that did not. They found the program was associated with monthly reductions of 588 kcal, 14 g of saturated fats, 7 g of sugar, and 0.8 mg of sodium from labeled, store-brand foods (21). In contrast, two older, smaller-scale studies of the multiple-traffic-light labeling system reported no association between the labels and product sales. Sacks et al. (64) examined changes in sales data from a major UK retailer and found no influence of the labels on two product categories (ready meals and sandwiches) 4 weeks before and after traffic-light labels were introduced. Another study examined the influence of traffic-light labels displayed on an Australian online grocer website during a 10-week trial (65). The traffic-light labels consisted of four color indicators representing levels of fat, saturated fat, sugar, and sodium content for 53 retailer-owned brands across five food categories (milk, bread, breakfast cereals, biscuits, and frozen meals). The researchers reported no influence of the labels on sales for any of the categories, both within stores and when comparing the intervention with control stores. One possible explanation for these mixed findings for the traffic-light labeling system is that it presents consumers with information that can be conflicting. Some products, for example, might display a green label for sugar while simultaneously displaying a red light for sodium (25). This suggests some advantage to providing consumers with a single message about the overall healthfulness of a food or beverage, with the trade-off that consumers who care about limiting a certain nutrient (e.g., sodium) over other nutrients may have less detailed information to make such a decision.

Boztuğ et al. (7) used data from a major UK retailer in 2006 to examine the association between sales and the retailer’s implementation of the monochrome Guideline Daily Amount (GDA) label that provided information on energy, fat, saturated fat, sugar, and salt in a serving of food. Although they reported slight reductions in sales of less healthy foods following the GDA...
implementation, there was no systematic change in behavior. This result is consistent with other experimental research showing that consumers have difficulty understanding GDA labeling systems and underscores that not all front-of-package label designs will produce behavior change (15, 78).

Chile has been a leader in front-of-package food labeling and now requires products to display octagonal (stop-sign-shaped) black labels indicating when foods meet a threshold for being “high in” calories, saturated fat, sodium, or sugar. Products can thus have up to four warning logos. Additionally, products with at least one warning logo are not allowed to be marketed to children in any media (including digital media). Separate nutrient thresholds were set for solids versus liquids, and these thresholds became stricter over time, with the first phase being implemented in June 2016, the second phase in 2018, and the final phase in 2019. A recent evaluation of Chile’s law on food labeling and advertising estimated that household purchases of sugary drinks (i.e., beverages that received the high-in-sugar label) decreased by 11.9 cal/capita/day, or 27.5% relative to the counterfactual (76). This was slightly offset by an increase in non-high-sugar beverages (+5.7 cal/capita/day, or a 10.8% increase relative to the counterfactual) but led to an overall reduction in calories from beverages purchased (−7.4 cal/capita/day, or a 7.5% decrease relative to the counterfactual). One limitation of this analysis is that Chile also implemented restrictions on food marketing and sales of products high in calories, saturated fat, sodium, and sugar in schools, making it difficult to tease apart the impact of the labels versus the other policies. In fact, some initial evidence suggests that these policies may interact in important ways. For example, one set of focus groups showed that the school policy enhanced the impact of labels in families: Children learned about the labels in schools and then educated their mothers and requested that they purchase unlabeled products (14). This highlights the benefits of labeling the food supply in a standardized way, as Chile was able to create marketing regulations stipulating that labeled foods cannot be advertised to children.

In summary, the most rigorous real-world studies using sales data as a behavioral outcome find that well-designed front-of-package nutrition labels prompt customers to purchase foods and beverages with better nutritional profiles, though these effects can vary by type of product category. Also, although label effects may be small, such changes on a large scale can lead to healthier eating habits at the population level. However, not all front-of-package label designs produce behavior change (e.g., the GDA label), underscoring the importance of implementing consumer-friendly labels that are informed by scientific principles of behavior change.

WHAT DOES REAL-WORLD EVIDENCE TELL US ABOUT THE INFLUENCE OF FRONT-OF-PACKAGE LABELS ON FOOD INDUSTRY REFORMULATION OF PRODUCTS?

Real-world evidence indicates that front-of-package labels not only motivate behavior change among consumers but also prompt the food industry to improve the nutritional quality of the food supply. The majority of evidence on product reformulation following implementation of front-of-package systems comes from voluntary labeling systems and a handful of evaluations (72). Overall, these results suggest that front-of-package labeling systems consistently led to improvements in the nutritional profile of foods and drinks, though effects can be limited for some voluntary systems.

Product reformulation can play a critical role in improving population-level dietary intake. In 2005, for example, the UK government rolled out a sodium-reduction information campaign and engaged in efforts to encourage food manufacturers to voluntarily reduce sodium in their products. It was estimated that product reformulation was responsible for three-fourths of the...
sodium reduction seen in the food supply (27). Another example is the large-scale removal of trans fat from the US food supply following a requirement that companies disclose the amount of trans fat on the packaging (50). This was likely so successful because there were easy, affordable trans fat substitutes.

One evaluation of New Zealand’s voluntary Health Star Rating system (which displays 1 to 5 stars, with more stars indicating a better nutritional profile) found that the vast majority (83%) of products displaying the star rating in 2016 had been reformulated (defined as at least a 5% change in a key nutrient) since the system’s implementation in 2014 (43). In addition, the amount of reformulation was greater in labeled products than in nonlabeled products (though nonlabeled products were healthier at baseline). The majority of products that displayed the Health Star Rating also had ratings in the top half of the range (i.e., 3.0–5.0 stars) (43). One evaluation conducted 2 years after adoption of the Health Star Rating system reported very low uptake of it, with only 5.3% of products displaying the label, representing 7.2% of purchases. A more recent analysis examining uptake over time between 2014 and 2019 reported that the Health Star Rating system appeared on 41% of eligible products, though this was skewed toward products considered to be healthier with higher ratings (products with the logo had a mean star rating of 3.4 versus 2.6 for products without the logo) (70). A government authority recommended the system be mandatory if in 5 more years uptake was lower than 70% (70). An evaluation of children’s products from Australian supermarkets that adopted the Health Star Rating system in 2014 found similar results, with the majority (81.5%) of labeled products having at least 3.0 stars. Labeled products were also significantly more likely to be classified as healthy than those without the rating (46). An audit of products offered in vending machines after Australia’s implementation of the labeling system reported an increase from 7% to 14% in the proportion of healthy snacks offered (74). In these studies, however, it is unclear whether companies actually improved the nutritional profile of foods or simply selectively placed the logo primarily on healthier items. In addition, even though a product does not have to meet nutritional thresholds to carry the Health Star Rating, because it is voluntary, companies can simply choose not to put voluntary labels on unhealthy products, reducing their incentive to reformulate them to achieve a better rating. Despite these limitations, a cost-effectiveness analysis of the reformulation driven by the labeling system estimated that it would lead to small changes in population energy intake that would likely translate to reductions in body weight (−0.01 kg if voluntary and −0.11 kg if mandatory) (35).

There have also been reformulation studies of food labeling systems that only highlight healthy options. The Pick the Tick program implemented in New Zealand in 1991 by the National Heart Foundation licensed certain food products to use their symbol on the fronts of packages as a marker of healthfulness (91). To earn the logo, products needed to be chemically analyzed by the foundation and meet their nutrient criteria. An evaluation of the program carried out in 1999 found that 55 food companies and 390 products participated in the program. Manufacturers reported that their product reformulations reducing sodium content were due exclusively to their desire to display the Pick the Tick logo, and there was not a previous trend of sodium reduction. The study found that over 12 months, breakfast cereals showed the largest decrease in sodium, with a 61% reduction, followed by bread, with a 26% reduction, and margarine, with an 11% drop. These reductions, however, only accounted for 23 products, making it unlikely that they had meaningful effects on population health (91). Another study interviewed food manufacturers about New Zealand’s Pick The Tick program to understand what influenced their decision to reformulate. The researchers reported that the food manufacturers viewed the label as a credible health endorsement that they could market to consumers (84) but also considered other drivers such as consumer demand, sales trends, and current technology when deciding whether to reformulate.
Evaluations of the Netherlands’ voluntary Choices program, which places a logo only on foods meeting a certain healthfulness threshold, found similar results. On the basis of self-reported data from 47 food manufacturers that participated in Choices, about half of products carrying the Choices logo were existing products that already met the nutritional criteria for Choices, while 20% of products were reformulated and 29% of products were newly developed. Of the reformulated products, sodium was the most common nutrient to be reduced, with reductions in saturated fat, added sugar, and calories and increases in dietary fiber occurring in fewer food groups. Of the newly introduced products, the greatest changes were seen for fiber, which was increased compared with referent products (87).

Finally, a study of Canada’s Health Check label reported that 40% of sampled products \( (n = 371) \) had reduced sodium levels to meet the Health Check label criteria following implementation (16).

The data from voluntary labeling systems is encouraging, but these programs likely had limited impact because of their voluntary nature. Companies do not have to display the labels and can choose to omit the labels rather than reformulate products. In Australia and New Zealand, for example, the labels appeared on fewer than half the products, and food manufacturers were more likely to display the Health Star Rating on products with better nutritional profiles (46, 70). Voluntary industry labels and claims are also more likely to promote the presence of positive nutrients or reductions in negative nutrients on packaged foods and rarely highlight high levels of negative nutrients (12). Research also suggests that consumers are more likely to believe a front-of-package label if it has a government attribution (1), and labeling systems will be viewed as more credible when endorsed by a national or international health organization, underscoring the importance of a mandatory, government-sponsored label (20).

Larger effects in product reformulation have been observed in Chile, which, as mentioned above, requires octagonal-shaped “high in” warning labels on products high in various nutrients. After the first phase of Chile’s Food Labeling and Advertising law, the percentage of products qualifying for a high-in-sugar label went from 80% to 60%, while the proportion qualifying for a high-in-sodium label went from 74% to 27%. There was, however, very little change in the proportion of products containing a label for saturated fat or calories. In addition, following label implementation, the distribution of nutrients of concern for most food groups moved just below the nutrient cutoffs, and this change suggests that the companies are reformulating just enough to avoid the label (59). It is likely that a mandatory label that requires companies to disclose the unhealthy attributes of their products will lead to more extensive reformulation, but that reformulation may only occur for products that are close to the threshold.

Although it seems likely that mandatory food labeling such as trans fat labeling in the United States and warning labels in Chile are the reasons that larger reformulation effects have been observed, it is not possible to determine what role the label design played in producing larger versus smaller effects (e.g., a warning that appears on all products versus a positive logo only appearing on some). The Israeli model of implementing a combined method of a mandatory red warning label and a voluntary green, positive logo (24) could promote more extensive reformulation, but no data are available yet.

More research is needed to understand the ways in which mandatory front-of-package labeling systems influence industry reformulation and product offerings. A recent (2019) review on sodium reduction interventions, for example, found that while 31 countries have front-of-package schemes to reduce sodium in foods, only four studies in the review evaluated sodium changes (68). In addition, the majority of studies conducted have been in high-resourced countries, and it is unclear what the extent or speed of reformulation will be in lower-resourced countries. Finally, as more labeling laws or regulations are passed, it will be important to monitor how reformulation spreads
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FRONT-OF-PACKAGE NUTRITION LABEL DESIGN

Front-of-package nutrition labels should

- be highly visible and salient;
- convey a simple and easy-to-understand message(s);
- limit or avoid numeric information;
- use symbols and colors that leverage automatic associations to help consumers interpret nutrition information quickly and accurately (e.g., stop signs, letter grades, traffic lights);
- integrate informational and emotional messaging;
- be displayed on less healthy foods as well as healthier ones (not just on healthier foods); and
- warn or caution consumers (e.g., with words/phrases such as excess, high in, avoid, or warning).

across countries and regions, both due to the import of products from countries carrying labels and because companies have developed the technology to reformulate products. For example, several data sets of the packaged food supply in South America, including Peru, Colombia, and Brazil, have found inclusion of Chilean products with warning labels, as well as products that had already been reformulated, prior to the implementation of a front-of-package law in those countries.

In summary, the research on reformulation indicates that front-of-package labeling systems are associated with improvements in the nutritional profile of the food supply, though voluntary systems have more limited effects than mandatory systems and it is unclear whether certain label designs are more or less likely to prompt reformulation.

HOW SHOULD A FRONT-OF-PACKAGE NUTRITION LABEL BE DESIGNED?

There is clear evidence that front-of-package labels can alter food purchases, but it is very difficult to compare different features of labeling systems to each other within a single real-world study using objective outcomes. Therefore, in this section, we draw from theories in psychology, behavioral economics, marketing, and communication to help us predict which types of front-of-package labels are likely to be most effective, and we integrate empirical data where available (see the sidebar titled Recommendations for Front-of-Package Nutrition Label Design). The first overarching psychological theory to bear in mind is the idea that there are two systems we use to process information: system 1 and system 2 (37, 38). System 1 is engaged when we are making faster, more impulsive, reflexive, and emotional decisions. In contrast, system 2 is engaged when we are using more deliberative, controlled, analytic reasoning processes. When our cognitive resources are limited (if we are hungry, stressed, or distracted), then system 1 tends to be activated (37, 38). When it comes to food shopping, we are often making decisions with system 1. Yet, processing the typical nutrition facts label requires more deliberate, reasoned action, often requiring manipulation of numeric information and a need to compare across products. Part of the reason humans rely so heavily on system 1 is because we have a limited ability to attend to, process, and remember information (37, 38). This broad theory emphasizes that front-of-package labels are likely to be most influential when they (a) are highly visible and salient, (b) are simple and easy to understand, (c) leverage automatic associations, and (d) integrate informational and emotional messaging.

Research has found that those with higher education and income are more likely to use and understand nutrition facts labels (10, 75), a finding that underscores the need for front-of-package labels to be designed in a way that is accessible and understandable to all consumers.
labels that communicate nutrition messages in an easy-to-understand manner that does not rely heavily on numbers or text, particularly in countries where large segments of the population do not speak the primary language. With this in mind, in the next section, we attempt to answer several questions about the optimal front-of-package label design.

**SHOULD A FRONT-OF-PACKAGE NUTRITION LABEL INCLUDE NUMBERS AND IMAGES?**

Given low levels of numeracy and health and nutrition literacy throughout the world, labeling systems should not rely exclusively on numbers (10, 51, 53, 54) and are likely to be more influential if they avoid or limit numeric information. Evidence from tobacco research indicates that using pictures and symbols on warning labels compared with only having text helps reach youth and those with lower education levels (23, 33, 48, 52) and makes such labels a more promising approach to reduce health disparities (48, 71). It also makes the labels interpretable to those who do not read the language used on the label.

One of the most common numeric-based front-of-package labeling systems is the GDA, which reflects the percentage of a recommended daily amount of a specific nutrient in the product. This labeling system began in 1998 as a collaborative approach between the UK government, the food industry, and consumer organizations, overseen by the Institute of Grocery Distribution. The GDA was initially intended to be included in back-of-package information for consumers, and it eventually expanded through Europe, Australia, and New Zealand over time. In 2006, the International Food and Beverage Alliance of packaged food companies in Australia and the United Kingdom launched voluntary labeling systems based on GDAs. These systems continued to spread and by the mid-2010s were widely used by international food companies and found on packaged products globally. Similarly, in the United States there is no mandated front-of-package labeling system, but the food industry has voluntarily implemented Facts Up Front, which provides consumers with numeric information, including percent daily value for calories, saturated fat, sodium, and sugars. The industry can also display up to two nutrients to encourage. Psychological and communication theories would predict that these number-heavy labeling systems would be difficult for consumers to quickly understand and use, and this difficulty is borne out in the empirical research. One study of the Facts Up Front label revealed that consumers had difficulty using it to accurately judge which of two products was healthier (77). Qualitative research from Mexico, a middle-income country with low levels of nutrition literacy and numeracy, highlights the difficulty that people have interpreting the GDAs (15), and other data showed that even nutrition students in Mexico had difficulty interpreting the GDAs (78). Experimental data from Brazil revealed that the monochrome GDA label, compared with the multiple-traffic-light or warning label in a black octagon, led parents to rate products as healthier when they had the GDA label compared with a warning label; there was no difference for the multiple-traffic-light label. Among children, those aged 6 to 12 in public schools did not differ in their healthfulness ratings, but 9- to 12-year-olds in private schools gave products with GDAs higher healthfulness ratings (42). Taken together, these results are consistent with real-world behavioral data showing limited effects of the GDA (7) and provide evidence that numeric-based systems such as the GDA should be avoided.

**WHAT TYPE OF NUTRITION INFORMATION/NUTRIENTS SHOULD BE FEATURED IN FRONT-OF-PACKAGE LABELING SYSTEMS?**

Psychology theory and existing evidence suggest that a front-of-package label is likely to be most influential if it communicates a single, simple message and not only provides consumers with
information about healthier options but also highlights less healthy foods. A large body of human and animal studies support negativity dominance theory (63), which argues that people tend to give greater weight to negative entities (e.g., events, objects, personal traits) compared with positive ones. This suggests that a front-of-package label is likely to be more influential if it explicitly provides a dissuasive message about certain unhealthy foods rather than simply highlighting healthier choices. This is consistent with evidence on tobacco warnings: Warnings that elicit negative emotional arousal are associated with greater message acceptance, perceived health risk, and downstream behavioral outcomes (32, 41). This suggests that Choices, the voluntary front-of-package and shelf-tag system introduced in the Netherlands in 2006, is likely to be less influential because its labels only appear on foods that meet the criteria for the logo. Because the Choices system does not explicitly convey negative information about the healthfulness of products, it is appealing to the food industry and it is used in more than 20 countries with varying label names such as Green Keyhole, heart logo, and Healthier Choice Symbol (61). The logo is assigned to products that contain lower levels of sodium, sugar, saturated fats, total fat, and caloric content and increased levels of dietary fiber compared with similar products within the same product category.

In contrast, a traffic-light labeling system that uses green lights for healthy foods and red lights for less healthy foods is able to leverage automatic associations (green means go, red means stop) and simply convey information about foods to encourage healthier choices and discourage less healthy ones. Evidence from a study in a US hospital cafeteria showed that a single-traffic-light labeling system increased the purchase of healthy “green” foods and decreased the purchase of less healthy “red foods,” with effects sustained over time (85). In practice, however, countries that have adopted front-of-package traffic-light labeling systems use a more complex version than a single traffic light. In 2014, Ecuador’s Health Regulation for Processed Food Labeling required a traffic-light labeling system that called out high/medium/low levels of fat, sugar, and salt (without GDA values) (17). Iran also implemented a mandatory multiple-traffic-light system similar to that of Ecuador, but with the addition of trans fat in 2015. Although these traffic-light labeling systems are a step in the right direction (22), and an improvement over strategies such as the GDA, one worry is that they do not present a simple, clear message. Instead, they provide various colors for different nutrient levels. This means a product might score green on one nutrient but yellow or red on others, leading to some consumer confusion (25). Imagine driving up to a traffic light that simultaneously displayed green and red. What would you do? So although this approach does a good job of presenting the negative aspects of food products, it violates the principle of simplicity by providing a lot of information that at times might be conflicting. Though it can be helpful to have multiple traffic lights for those who are trying to watch certain nutrients, displaying a single traffic light that captures the overall nutritional value of a food product will likely be more user friendly for the majority of consumers.

Single score–based front-of-package systems have been implemented in some countries. One example is the voluntary Health Star Rating system created by the food standards agency of Australia and New Zealand, which provides products with a range from a half star to 5 stars. Real-world evaluations of the Guiding Stars labeling system, which is similar to the Health Star Rating, found that consumers purchased labeled products with higher nutritional quality (11, 36, 80). The Health Star Rating corrects one design limitation of the Guiding Stars system, which scores products from 0 to 3 stars, by including a half star as the lowest rating. This addresses the problem of consumers not understanding what a score of 0 stars means (26, 36).

Another well-designed single summary label is the French government’s voluntary Nutri-Score (57) label (also called the 5-Color Nutrition Label), implemented in 2017, which leverages automatic associations with colors and grades (dark green/A to dark red/E) that alert consumers to healthy and less healthy products. In a 12-country study comparing people’s abilities to use the
labels to rank the healthfulness of products in three food categories, the Nutri-Score performed best, followed by a multiple-traffic-light label, a Health Star Rating, a warning symbol, and reference intakes (19). In an online experiment with Swiss consumers, the Nutri-Score label led to the highest accuracy, compared with a multiple-traffic-light label, a nutrition facts label, and no label, in helping consumers identify the healthier of two products (31). In a French cohort, Nutri-Score led to the highest consumer scores in classifying products in terms of healthfulness, followed by a simplified nutrition labeling system, a multiple-traffic-light label, and modified reference intakes (18). Although the Nutri-Score and Health Star Rating systems are promising approaches, more real-world evaluation data are needed, and both systems likely would be bolstered by messaging that more explicitly warns consumers.

SHOULD A FRONT-OF-PACKAGE NUTRITION LABEL EXPLICITLY WARN CONSUMERS?

It is likely that front-of-package labeling systems that warn consumers (like those in Chile) with words or phrases such as excess, high in, avoid, or warning will be more influential than systems such as the Health Star Rating or Nutri-Score, which do not give an explicit warning message. Many countries have now pursued front-of-package warnings. Since Chile’s implementation, Peru followed suit in June 2019 (using red octagonal/stop-sign symbols that also highlight trans fat and include the message to avoid consumption). Uruguay passed a regulation in August 2018, and Israel has required red pictorial warning logos on products with excess sugar, sodium, and saturated fat content since January 2020. Mexico has also implemented its regulation using stop signs to warn about excess nutrients on products since October 2020, while Brazil’s health regulatory board has passed a similar system that includes a magnifying glass with text indicating the product is high in sugar, sodium, and saturated fat.

In the United States, several states and cities have introduced bills to require warning labels on sugar-sweetened beverages. These proposals differ from approaches in many other countries because they warn about the potential health harms of overconsuming the product rather than warning about the excess nutrients of concern in the product. An example statement would be, “Warning: drinking beverages with added sugar contributes to obesity, diabetes, and tooth decay.” A meta-analysis of experimental studies of sugar-sweetened-beverage warning labels concluded that such warnings lowered healthfulness perceptions for sweetened beverages and increased disease risk perceptions (28). They also led to reductions in hypothetical purchases of sugary drinks as well as reductions in actual purchases and consumption. One limitation is that most of these studies did not compare warning labels with other types of front-of-package labeling systems. In an online experiment, Grummon and colleagues (29) found that warnings were perceived to be more effective when they included language about the health effects of overconsuming sugary drinks versus no information or nutrition information such as high in sugar and that using the word warning specifically was more influential than phrases such as high in. Although the word warning may be more influential than messages with words or phrases such as excess or high in, each country must operate within its own legal regulations and definitions to decide what types of label messages are appropriate and feasible.

WHAT COLORS AND SHAPES SHOULD BE USED FOR FRONT-OF-PACKAGE NUTRITION LABELS?

Psychological theory suggests that people are likely to process a front-of-package label more efficiently if it uses colors and shapes that already have automatic associations (and ideally colors should be combined with shapes to help those with color blindness) (38). This is the reason many
countries use traffic symbols such as stop signs or lights. In an experimental study with a convenience sample of 1,360 adults, Grummon and colleagues (29) found that an octagonal (stop-sign) shape was more influential than a rectangle shape for a sugary drink warning. Each country, however, must consider the specific associations of certain shapes and colors in that culture. There is evidence from the United States, for example, that people associate green labels with health. In one randomized experiment by Schuld (69), participants shown the US Facts Up Front label on a candy bar rated the candy bar as healthier when the nutrition information appeared in green compared with red. This highlights the need for color and message congruency and the need to avoid the display of information about unhealthy foods in colors that have positive associations. It is also important to consider that any labeling system should keep packaging colors in mind. For this reason, if a color-based labeling system is pursued, it will be important to make sure it is on a black or white background that will stand out from the packaging. This is the reason that some countries have used a black-and-white symbol, which are also colors that companies already use on packaging and thus can keep costs down. In addition, a study among adults from Uruguay evaluated the perceived healthfulness associated with colors of circles and found that perceived healthfulness was lower for gray and black circles and higher for circles in other colors (i.e., yellow, blue, green, and white) (9).

**POTENTIAL UNINTENDED NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF FRONT-OF-PACKAGE FOOD LABELS**

Mandatory food labeling has not always led to improvements in the food supply. For example, a study by Moorman et al. (44) found that implementation of the US nutrition facts label was associated with a decrease in the nutritional quality (defined as a combination of fat, cholesterol, sodium, and fiber) of most labeled products, though there was evidence that labeling promoted healthier reformulation among particularly unhealthy items (e.g., French fries, hot dogs, and pancake syrup). Companies were also more likely to improve nutritional quality when introducing a new brand compared with changing an existing brand (44). The existing evidence on reformulation associated with front-of-package labels is encouraging, but research is needed to carefully monitor potential unintended consequences.

A growing concern in the public health community is the observation that products high in sugar are being reformulated by increasing noncaloric sweetener content. A Chilean study, for example, analyzed 1,489 food products from categories including dairy, cereal, processed fruits, nonalcoholic beverages, and sweets and other desserts and found that 56% of them had at least one noncaloric sweetener after the regulation (56). Further, 67% of dairy products in Chile contain noncaloric sweeteners compared with 14% in Brazil and 21% in the United States (67). This research is unable to causally attribute these differences to the Chilean warning labels, and other work suggests a previous trend of high non-nutritive caloric sweetener consumption in children in Chile (86), but it will be important to track use of noncaloric sweetener in the food supply in association with the implementation of policies such as front-of-package food labels and taxes given the uncertainty about their relationship with health outcomes (73). Currently, some labeling systems address this concern by including warnings or disclosures about noncaloric sweeteners. For example, Mexico's labeling system includes a rectangle that states “Contains (noncaloric) sweetener, not recommended for children.”

Another concern when designing a front-of-package labeling system is to ensure that it does not stigmatize individuals, a concern that has been raised with some proposals for graphic warning labels in the United States (34). Few studies examine feelings of stigmatization as an outcome, which should be addressed in future research.
Finally, although this review is not focused on the nutrition criteria underlying a labeling system, we briefly note a major difference between some of the existing systems. The Health Star Rating and Nutri-Score systems developed food-category-specific thresholds, and therefore the number of stars or grades reflects how a product performs relative to other products within the same food category, which is different than the United Kingdom's Office of Communication scoring system underlying traffic-light labels. Although a food-category-specific system allows comparison between two types of ice cream, it is not necessarily useful for comparing between an ice cream and a candy bar. This may suggest that while it can help improve choices and offerings within categories among products that use these labels, it is unclear if it can help improve overall diets. Relatedly, Nutri-Score allows for beneficial nutrients to offset nutrients of concern. This is problematic because it does not reflect how we metabolize foods: Adding dried fruit to a granola bar, for example, doesn’t offset the effects of added sugar or sodium. Without rigorous, evidence-based nutrition criteria underlying it, no labeling system, no matter how well designed, will be able to move the needle on population health.

**CONCLUSION**

On the basis of the existing evidence, countries should implement well-designed, mandatory, front-of-package food labels to inform consumers. Such labeling systems are widely supported by the public as a way to inform consumers. There is also now sufficient evidence from real-world studies using objective outcomes that a well-designed labeling system can encourage purchases of healthier foods and reduce purchases of less healthy foods. In addition, a small but growing body of evidence shows that front-of-package labels can encourage positive industry reformulation. But having an effective labeling system depends on a design that people can understand and easily use. There is clear evidence that GDA labels are not well understood and therefore are unlikely to influence consumers, with real-world data showing null effects. Although early evidence cast doubt on a multiple-traffic-light approach, a larger, real-world study suggests it can influence consumers. Psychological and communication theories, however, suggest a single-traffic-light summary label is likely to be more effective because multiple traffic lights can lead to consumer confusion. The Nutri-Score and Health Star Rating systems are promising, but more real-world evaluations are needed, and both systems would likely produce stronger effects if they included warning messages. Most promising is the Chilean stop-sign symbol, though more real-world evaluation data are needed, including data on long-term changes in population health.

A critical and often overlooked benefit of mandating a front-of-package labeling system is that it can facilitate the implementation of other policies and regulations. For example, marketing restrictions can prohibit manufacturers from being able to make nutrient content or health claims on the packaging or include child-targeted marketing on foods that are labeled as high in certain nutrients. Chile, Peru, and Mexico all leverage their front-of-package labeling systems in this way to inform marketing regulations for children. Finally, the implementation of any front-of-package labeling system should be accompanied by a widespread consumer education campaign to inform the public about how to understand and use the labels.

**FUTURE ISSUES**

1. Additional natural experiments examining the influence of new front-of-package mandatory and voluntary labeling systems using objective sales and reformulation data are needed.
2. Studies are needed that examine sales data broken down by key sociodemographic groups (e.g., consumers with low literacy levels, low-income consumers).

3. Natural experiments of existing labeling systems that examine changes in population health outcomes over time associated with label implementation are needed.

4. Longitudinal, randomized-controlled studies are needed to compare behavioral outcomes of different label designs.

5. Further examination of potential unintended consequences associated with existing labeling policies is necessary.

6. Studies are needed that examine synergistic effects between front-of-package nutrition labels and other policies (e.g., marketing restrictions, taxes).

7. Implementation research on mandatory and voluntary front-of-package labeling systems is necessary.

8. Qualitative research with subpopulations of interest is needed to understand potential confusion about label interpretation and barriers to use of labels.

9. Research is needed to inform the design of complementary consumer education campaigns.
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